Baking
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What is Ashley ready for?
When did the man learn to cook?
What dish were the family making when an
‘accident’ happened?
What was the accident?
What did the family have for dinner in the end?
Why are the cookies said to be healthy?

eating
30 years ago
chicken

burnt
pizza
low fat /low calorie/ low cholesterol
dessert
How do you begin making the cookies?
the ingredients are mixed
What ingredients are necessary besides sugar and egg white, salt, baking soda, butter,
flower? Mention at least three.
vanilla
What must you keep in mind before baking?
preheat the oven
What do you have to do after taking the cookies let them cool
out?
What is the next programme about?
how to feed (hungry) teenagers

BUYING FURNITURE
A woman and a man are moving in together. Now they are talking about how to furnish their
new home.
0

They are shopping for ... .

11.

The man would like to keep
furniture from ... .

12.

The woman would like to ... .

13.

They have 6 chairs ... .

14.

The couple ... .

15.

The parents... furniture to the
couple.

16.

The couple need most of the new
furniture in the ... .

17.

The woman says they will ...
living room.

18.

The man ... .

19.

The couple will ... .

20.

The woman ... .

A. food
B. new furniture
C. new house
A. the woman's apartment
B. his apartment
C. both of their old apartments
A. play football
B. have matching furniture
C. keep everything from her home
A. that do not match the dining
table
B. in 6 different sizes
C. that look the same
A. got a bed from the parents
B. have only a bed
C. only need a bed
A. bought
B. sold
C. gave
A. bedroom
B. dining room
C. living room
A. have a big
B. have a busy
C. spend much of their time in the
A. enjoys shopping for furniture
B. loves playing games
C. wants to watch sport
A. visit no more stores
B. visit 6 stores
C. buy some board games
A. persuades the man to play a
game
B. warns the man not to be late
C. invites the man to play a game
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